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ABSTRACT

If the reachability set of a Petri net (or, equlvalently, rec-

tor addition eyeten) ie finite it can be effectively construc-

ted. Furthermore, the flniteness is deeldable. Thus, the con-

tainment and equality
,
problem for finite reachability sets be-

come solvable. We investigate the complexity of decision pro-

cedures for these problems and show by reducing a bounded ver-

sion of Hubert's Tenth Problem to the finite containment pro-

blem that these two problems are extremely hard, that, in fact,

the complexity of each decision procedure exceeds any primitive

recursive function infinitely often. The finite containment and

equality problem are thus the first uncontrlved, deeldable pro-

blems with provably non-primitive recursive complexity.
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I. Introduction

The containment problem for Petri nets is the problem to de-

termine of any two given Petri nets whether one reachability

set is contained in the other. By reducing Hilbert'e Tenth

Problem concerning integer solutions of diophantine equations,

which is known to be undecidable [13] » to the containment pro-

blem, Rabin has shown the unsolvabillty of the latter ( see

[3]). The situation changes, however, when one considers sub-

classes of the general problem. A result by Karp and Miller

[ll] yields the decidability of the problem whether the

reachability set of a given Petri net is finite. It also

gives an algorithm to enumerate finite reachability sets.

Hence, the finite containment problem (PCP), i.e. the problem

to determine of any two given Petri nets whether their reach-

ability sets are each finite and one is contained in the other,

is decidable by exhaustion. This thesis deals with the com-

plexity of decision procedures for FCP. We show that all those

procedures are necessarily enormously complex, specifically,

that they are non-primitive recursive.

The intrinsic complexity of the decision procedures is not due

to the fact that the reachability sets have to be tested for

finiteness. Even if the decision procedure is supplied with

the answer to this subproblem the remaining complexity still

is non-primitive recursive.
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To establish this result we will present in section II a

bounded version of Hilberfs Tenth Problem whose complexity

we know is non-primitive recursive. To reduce it effectively

to FCP two versions of Petri net computers are introduced in

section III, weak computers for polynomials and a more re-

stricted class of 'iterative 1 computers for functions defined

by primitive recursion. Section IV contains the recursive

construction of such computers for a sequence of functions

closely related to Ackermann's function [ij. Section V and VI

then discuss a property of the polynomial computers intro-

duced before which makes it possible to reduce the subspace

inclusion problem for reachability sets to the inclusion pro-

blem while preserving the finiteness of the reachability sets.

Two modifications of the polynomial computers exploit this

property and serve to reduce the bounded version of Hilbert's

Tenth Problem effectively to FCP. In section VII the reduction

is carried out and the main results of this thesis are proven.
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II. Basic definitions and properties

In this section we shall give precise definitions of Petri

nets and related concepts like marking of a Petri net,

firability, firing sequence, and reachability set. We are

then going to formally state the problems whose complexity we

want to examine, and we shall also give the definition of that

bounded version of Hubert's Tenth Problem which will be re-

duced to FCP.

*e assume that the reader is familiar with the notions like

the free monoid £* over a finite alphabet X, the set I*

of all non-empty words over I ( the empty word will be denoted

by A, the length of a word ate

Z

m by |or| ), the concept of the

free commutative monoid generated by I which we will write

C(X), and basic concepts of algebra like the semiring Nfx,,..

••»*m] of Polynomials with nonnegatlve integer coefficients in

the unknowns x,,...^.

Definition 1:

*) A £S£ri B£i ^ is a 4-tupel (S, T, in, out) with the proper-

ties

i) 5 is a finite ordered set;

ii) T is a finite set, SaT= 0;

iii) in is a multiset over SxT;

iv) out is a multiset over Txs,
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b) A marking of ? is a napping

Of : S — N (IN s set of nonnegative integers)

3he elements of S are called the places of ?, the elements of

T are called transitions . In diagrams, places are drawn as

small circles, transitions as bars, and elements of in or out

are denoted by directed arrows. If the multiplicity of elements

in in or out is greater than 1 this is indicated in the dia-

gram by the corresponding number attached to the arrow.

If (s,t)e in, s is called an input-place of t, and if (t,s)e

out* an output-place of t. A transition t is said to be con-

trolled by a place s if s is both an input and output-place

of t, connected by an arc in each direction of multiplicity

one. In order to simplify the pictures this will be. represen-

ted by a double line connecting s and t.

Let 8
1
,...,sm be the elements of S. Sometimes it will be con-

venient to write a marking a of ? as

*r o(s
± )

a= CK
and consider it as an element of the free commutative monoid

C(S) generated by S.

A Petri net P together with a marking a of «P will be denoted

by the pair (P,a).
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Definition 2t

Let P= (S, T, in, out) be a Petri net, and let v^(s,t) denote

the -ultiplicity of (. f t)c fix T in in, v^t.s) that of (t,s)

c T x S in out .

a) A transition t e T is firable at a ir^n
ff ff f ? and takes a

to the marking
ft (written a-^ ft) iff

i) (VaeS)[a(a)»y
lB (a v t)] 9 and

11) (Vs«rS)[/?(s) = a (s) - v^U.t) + ^(t.s)].

b) A firing seousnca t is an element r e T+#

c) A firing sequence re T+ is firable at a marking « f 9 and

takaa a to the marking
ft (written a -£./?) iff

(3rs1 3t1l ...,tr £T)[r = t
1
t
2 ;..tr and

(3ft ,ftu ...,/3r )[a = /3 a/9= /?r a ( Vlsisrrt/^-^/yJ]] .

Bie aequence
(/Vosisr is called the marking aeouenca m-

erated by y .

d) A narking
ft of 9 is said to be reachable from a Marking a

of 9 (written «-%/?) if a=/? or Gts T*)[a-^/?] .

Of course, the relations -i*. as well as -^ and -£* depend

on the Petri net V. It will however, always be clear from the

context which Petri net is being considered.
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Definitional

The reachability set of a Petri net T with initial marking a

is the set of all markings reachable from a t

If we are given two Petri nets P and ?• with initial markings

a and a 1
, reap., we may ask questions about relationships be-

tween the two reachability sets, e.g. whether they are equal

or one is contained in the other. To be able to do this we

have, of course, to set up a 1-1 correspondence between the

places of the first and the second net.

Definition ki

Let P^ (S
± , T

± , in^ outj^ be a Petri net with initial marking

*
±

(i=1, 2), |sj - |S^| , and let H: C(S
1
)—* CCSg) be the

semigroup-isomorphism generated by the order-preserving bi-

section h: Sj—>S2 .

a) BC?!^) is contained in R(^,a
2 ) (written BC^^) C

h

BC^/Tg)) if

E(H(J,

1
.

fa
1
))CH(^ f«2 ).

b) BCP,,^) -
h B(P

2
,a
2
)co

def SCHC?, ,*, )) £R(J|,a^) and

«(?,,«, )Cr 1 (H(^ f«2 )).

To simplify the notation, we will omit the subscript for the

1-1 correspondence h between the places of the two nets.
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Definition ?:

a) ae containment pr^bi™ Cp is the problem to decide for

two Petri nets J> and ?2 with markings a, and a2 , resp.,

whether the reachability set of the first net is contained

in that of the second;

b > *• finite cont»in»«w » problem FCP is

FCP :* {<CP
1
,ar

1
) f (P2 ,a2 )>; \*(%0^<m and

<f^1»«l). (^,ot
2>€CP}.

c > *»• finite equality qrohlam FEP is

FEP := {<(J>1fa1
) # (^,cr2 I>; |R(J>2 ,«2 )|<- and

The proof that FCP and FEP are non-primitive recursive pro-

ceeds by effectively reducing to FCP a special, bounded ver-

sion of Hubert's Tenth Problem dealing with the ranges of

values of polynomials with nonnegative integer coefficients.

Though the main results of this thesis hold for any reasonable

encoding of the data involved (i.e. polynomials and Petri

nets), we choose for deflniteness particular encodings and

corresponding notions of the size of encodings.

Thus, we want to encode Petri nets by first writing down the

number of places, and then for each transition a pair of se-

quences of places (designated by their number in the ordered

aet of places) which contains in the first component all input
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and in the second component all output-places of this transi-

tion, enclosed in brackets and preceded by the multiplicity of

the connecting arc if the latter is greater than 1. Transitions

which are not connected to any place are disregarded.

Markings will be encoded by writing down their values on the

places in order. We assume that all numbers are written in

binary. It is easy to see how a code over the alphabet {o, l]

alone could be obtained by encoding the symbols of our code by

short words over {o, 1|.

Example; The encoding for the Petri net of figure 1 together

with the marking (0, 0, 1 ) indicated by dots in the places may,

therefore, look like (numbers written in decimal):

3, ()(1),0,3)(Jf(2)),(1,3(2) )0,3), (3)0,0,0,1

(ftie code for the Petri net is followed immediately by the

code for the marking).

Figure 1

:
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Considering, in general, the length of this encoding, the fol-

lowing definition la motivated.

Definition 61

Let I^CS, T, in, gut) be a Petri net, a a Barking of f. Ohen

size (in) :« £ flog( v^UKl )] , where the sua is taken over

the different arcs in the multiset in. Similarly

size(out).

size(ft := (size(in) + size (out) + 1 )-log( \s |+1 );

size(o) *= |s|.«ax{iog(1 +(»(i)); 1- 1 f .*. t |s|}|

size (P, a) ^ size(P) + size (a).

She length of the encoding discussed above is bounded by a

constant times size(P,or), as easily can be seen.

Likewise, we are going to describe an encoding for multivari-

able polynomials with nonnegative integer coefficients. The

code for such a polynomial will be a sequence of codes for its

monomial constituents, separated by special delimiters. We may

assume that the variables of the polynomial are x,,...,^ for

some met*. Then the code for a monomial is the sequence of in-

tegers obtained by writing down first the nonzero integer co-

efficient of the monomial, then the nondecreasing sequence of

integers from (l,...,m) in which each Je(l,...,m} occurs just

as often as the degree of x^ in the monomial indicates. Again,

delimiters are used to separate the numbers. If, for example,
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denotes the delimiter for separating monomials and • that

for separating numbers within monomials then the code for the

polynomial
O r

ifx,x
3

+ x
1
x2 + 3 e N[x

1
,x2tx3 ]

looks like (numbers written in decimal)

|ir1-3|l-1-t-2|3| •

fly writing the numbers in binary and then encoding each of the

four symbols |,-,0,1 by a combination of two symbols from

fo f l}, a binary code for multivariable polynomials with non-

negative Integer coefficients is obtained. Let

m 2 o

denote this encoding.

Definition 7:

Let p£tf[xi»«*«»xB ] for some mefof. Then

size(p) »= |pc(p)| .

Hubert's Tenth Problem is the problem to decide whether a mul-

tivariable polynomial pez[x
1
,...,xj has a zero (alt . #-fa>)€

«" (Z is the set of integers). It is not difficult to see

(and we won«t prove it here) that this problem is equivalent

to asking whether a polynomial has a nonnegative integer solu-

tion. Matijasevic [13) has shown that for each recursively

enumerable set M£N there exists a polynomial pcifx,,,,.,!]

for some neN, such that
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•£M^Gb2 *«<FW)[pU.b2f ... f bb)-o].

As there are r.e. sets in N which are not recursive Hilbert's
Tenth Problem is undecidable.

On the other hand, if we fix N*N and restrict ourselves to

asking whether any given polynomial pc £[*, ,...,xj has a

aero (a,,...,*^)* {o, 1,..., n}», this problem becomes decid-

able by exhaustion. More generally, we might make N a function

of netr and investigate the complexity of finding zeroes of

polynomials as above, bounded by N(n).

Adleman and Manders [ 2 ] have proven results which imply

1:

Let g: If **N be a (monotone) recursive function which major-

izes the primitive recursive functions. Then the problem to de-

cide whether a pclifx, ,...,xj (for some meW) has a zero

(aj,... ,a
ffl
)c{o, 1,...,g(size(p))} B requires, for any primi-

tive recursive function pr, more than pr(size(p)) steps on a

multitape Turing machine, for infinitely many p.

Remark; Let T be a class of functions from K to N. A function

g : N—>N is said to majorize T iff

(Vf£:r3n €lN Vnan
o )[ g(n)>f(n)] .

Proof of the lemma; See theorem 5 of
[ 2] and note that if a

function h(n) doesn't majorize the primitive recursive func-
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tions then the function 22 doesn»t, either.

We are now going to define a special fast growing function

which satisfies the conditions of the lemma, but which none-

theless can be computed by reasonably small Petri nets, in a

sense which will be made precise in the next section.

Definition 8;

Let A : N—»N be the function defined by

A
Q
(x) := 2x + 1,

Vl (0 > * '»

A(n) := ^(2) . (n,xcH).

A function similar to A is studied in [6]. A result about that

function which immediately applies to A is

Lemma 2:

A majorizes the primitive recursive functions.

Proof; Se» [6], pp. lifif-lifQ.

We are now able to define a problem which is related to the

bounded version of Hilbert's Tenth Problem described in lemma

1.
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Definition 9:

H" Bounded Polynomial Inequality Problem BPI la

BPI := {(f,q,n); p, qc Wfx, ,...,xj for some mcfl, and

(V(y
1
,„.,ya)c{0,1,... fA(n)}

n
)ip(yp# ..,yB )

s^t yB)l) •

Tram Imub 1 and 2 we obtain the result that BPI is extremely

complex, for any reasonable complexity measure for the triples

(p»q»a). Nonetheless, for definlteness, we set

Definition 10:

size(p,q,n) := size(p) + size(q) + n.

Theorem 1:

BPI is non-primitive recursive.

Proof; It suffices to prove

The bounded version of Hubert's Tenth Problem of lemma 1 with

A as upper bound is polynomial-time-reducible to BPI.

Proof of the lemma; Let's assume we are given neM and a poly-

nomial p€Tll[x
1
fmfijl for some meN. ftxen p has a zero

(*
1
,... fa

Jt
)c{o

f l,...,A(n)J
B

iff p
2
(x

1
,... fxB ) - ISO

does not hold for all (x
1
,...,xa

)c { o f 1 ,.,.,A(n)}
m

. "lhe

latter, however, is equivalent to (q~,q*,n) 4 BPI, where

q (reap. -q~) is the sum of the monomials of pn(X],. #a ,xB)
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- 1 with positive (negative) coefficients, i.e.

p (x^.,,,^) - 1 q
+
(x

1
,...,3^) - q""^,...,^) and

q
+

, q~£N[xj j..,,*^]. Obviously, (q",q*,n) can be obtained

in polynomial time from (p,n). q.e.d.

If we had a primitive recursive decision procedure for BPI we

could by means of the polynomial reduction in the proof of the

lemma construct a primitive recursive decision procedure for

the A-bounded version of Hllbert's Tenth Problem, in contra-

diction to lemma 1 (The relevant properties of polynomial

-

time-reduciblllty used here are discussed In [15]). This proves

theorem 1

.

q.e.d.
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III. Two concepts for Petri net computers

Several ways hare been studied, e.g. in [7, 8], to use Petri

nets to compute number theoretic functions. A straightforward

approach is to designate sons places to contain numbers of to-

kens representing the arguments of the function and obtain the

function value by counting how often a transition can fire or

by the length of the longest firing sequence possible at the

given initial marking. As firable transitions may fire or not,

we can in general not expect that each firing sequence repre-

sents the computation of a function value. It turns out, how-

ever, that the following concept which Rabin called "weak com-

putation" works for quite a large class of functions.

Definition 11;

Let P= (S, T, in, out) be a Petri net, and let s,i1t ...,i ,0

e S be m+2 designated places (also called the set S. of

interconnecting .peaces) such that s,i jf .,„iB are not output-

places and is not an input-place of any transition in T. Let

9£C(S\{B
f l]t ... tlm,o}), DCN™, and f : D-*N^{oo}.

P is * Q-weak-Petri-net-computer (p-WPNC) for f iff

( V(nll ...,na)eDVk£K)[osksf(n 1
„,Mn

ffl

)<s»

m

8 n[ ij jp-!*okof for somaaeCCSxflj,...,^,©}) .

(f(n
1
,...,n

m )=oo is interpreted as (VkeW)[f(n
1

nm)*k]).
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If we do not want to emphasize the marking o, we also call ?
simply a WPNC.

WPNC's essentially as defined above hare been investigated in

[7] and
[ 8]. It is easy to see that the functions computed by

WPNC's are closed under addition and composition, and multipli-

cation, as a WPNC for the product f(n1fn2
>- n^ can be con-

structed (see [8), and section V of this thesis).

We want to construct WPNC»s for the functions A
R in definition

8. The structure of this definition suggests doing this recur-

sively, i.e. obtain a WPNC for A
fl+1

from one for A
fl

. In such a

WPNC for A^Cm), the embedded WPNC for A^ would be restarted

m times, since by definition A
Q+1 (a)* A^n) (1 ) (« the m-th

iteration of A
Q ). In general, after a computation of a WPNC

some tokens may be left on non-designated places. Biose re-

maining tokens can affect the subsequent computations if the

WPNC is restarted, so we have to refine the concept of a WPNC

as stated in definition 1 1 . In order to be able to start a

WPNC iteratively, we basically make sure that the successive

computations are properly separated and that in a computation

which produces the maximal number of tokens on the output-place

no 'garbage '-tokens are left on the non-designated places. Ohis

does not mean that there are no tokens at all left on the non-
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designated places. Kather, the WPNC under consideration usu-

ally is a o-WPNC for some g+\ t and we want to ensure that

after each computation g is conserved or can easily be restored,

We t therefore, introduce the following concept of a conserva-

tive Barking.

Definition 12

i

Let ?a (S, T, in, out) be a WPNC with designated places S
± ,

and for any S»£ S let the projection j(S») : C(S)—*C(S») be

the homomorphisa defined by

IP » if PeS«.
j(S»)(p):« J* 9

j^A otherwise.

ocC(S) is conservative iff there is a set of "control places",

scp£ SxS
iP» •uch that

i)oeC(S
cp );

ii) (V«,/?ec(s))[(j(s
cp)(a) = P ) Ab-M+fi},* |j(scp)(/9)|=|p|] ;

iii) (Va,/5eC(S))[(j(S
cp)(a ) s= p) A (a^W?)=>

af«I»)[j(fl
ep)(/»)-i»s]J.

For a given o the set Scp of control places needn't be uniquely

determined. Condition ii) states that the sum of the tokens on

the control places is constant for any firing sequence starting

at a marking which agrees with g on the control places. It

could be replaced by the slightly stronger condition

ii') (Va,0eC(S))[(a-^/?)*> (|d(Scp )(«)|
- |j<s )<0)| )]
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without restricting the class of WPNC's we have in mind.

Condition iii) finally says that from any narking p
f on the

control places which had been produced starting from a marking

extending p, o can be restored by using only transitions in the

subnet defined by the set of control places. This follows at

once from the observation that each firing of a transition in

T which produces tokens on control places, also has to consume

the same number of tokens on control places because of ii).

#e can now proceed to refine the concept of WPNC to what we

call "iterative-Petri-net-computer". We will first state the

technical definition and explain it afterwards.

Definition 1-3;

Let P=(S, T, in, out) be a Petri net, f : N

—

>N & number the-

oretic function. P is an iterative-Petri-net-computer (IPNC)

for f iff

i) there is a set S
±p

=
{ s,i,o) C S of interconnecting places

and a conservative ?cC(S
cp ) for some set of control places

s
cp C

5NS
ip such that P is a p-tfPNC for f, and

ii) let S
Qp

:= S\ (S
ip^Scp ) be the so-called operational pla-

ces and define

*C
p
t=U'cC(3cp ); (3«^eC(S))[j(S

ep(«).p A j(S
cp)(0. 9

.

Then
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IC1: (V«,/?eO(B
o
^{i f0J) t V 9tcHCp

)[(w9»-JLi.^)^

IC2: (VnelO[alnp-&*oa0 for sow aeC(S)o a doesn't

contain a ] and

[(e
1
UV«p»^.12

inok,/? (,«-^«V'okVp) A (k'>k)

A(n»<n)«>(l
3
sl

1
-1)] #

Because of IC1 , <? is called an jtsratiToly conservative ini-

tial Barking of P.

Informally speaking, IC1 ensures that no more tokens than ne-

cessary for the output are produced during a computation of an

IPNC, and IC2 aeans that no output can be produced without a

start-token s, and that input and output phases of an IPNC al-

ternate and are controlled by s, i.e. to produce any (addi-

tional) output at all a token of s has to be consused, and if

another computation is to follow thereafter, yet another start-

token s has to be used. IC1 together with the fact that g is

lteratirely conservative ensures not only that the initial nar-

king 9 of the control places can be restored, but also that

there is no gain in not restoring it.

The IPNC«s constructed in this and the next section will have

the standard structure of figure 2. The places u and v are used

to establish IC2. Choosing <> = v and S
cp ={u, v} it can be seen



Figure 2:
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that 9 18 conservative: The token on v can only be transported

to u and back to v, and no additional tokens are added by any

transition to the places in S . Further, if the token on v is

transported to u it can be restored on v by firing t', with a

Barking of aero tokens on all the other places of the net. Also,

IC2 holds if we assume that the subnet V
Q

in figure 2, which

is called the core of o , cannot produce tokens on o without

using •input-tokens' fron i. Under this condition, t has to be

fired first, thus consuming the token on e. In a phase in which

tokens are produced on the 'output-place' o, a token has to be

present on v. If such a phase is to be followed by transitions

consuming tokens from 1, u first must receive the token from v

by a firing of t, which uses a token from s. 3hus, the two con-

ditions of IC2 are satisfied.

The place o
Q

In figure 2 may or may not have an arrow pointing

into Vm .
c

We want to remark that functions f : K—*W for which an IPNC

P=(S, T, in, out ) with designated places s,i,o exists are

strictly Increasing, i.e. ( Vn e N)[f (n+1 ) > f(n)] . Otherwise

assume n
Q
£:N is minimal with the property that f(n

Q
+1)s f(n ).

But then

n+1 f(n)
ai ° p-i>io °ga

for some a £ 0(8) and an iteratively conservative submarking o,
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as r is a o-WPNC for f and, therefore, can produce f(n ) tokens

on o by using up n
Q

tokens on i (note that i is not an output-

place for any transition in T). Applying IC1 , we obtain

(*)
,

f(n_)
, , |

, n„+1,
jlo °a| |o| f(n ) + 1»f(|i ° |)=f(n0+ 1),

and, hence, f(n
Q

) < f(n
Q
+1 ), contradicting the choice of n .

By the same argument, we get for all ncW that

sinp

—

>o ^n
\ct for some aeC(S)

implies that as A.

Figure 3 shows two examples for cores of the net in figure 2

and gives the corresponding functions computed by the IPNC of

figure 2 where the core is plugged in for f . As we shall use
c

the first example later on we state

JkL

The Petri net of figure 2 with the net of figure 3a) replacing

Pc is an IPNC for f : F—>K with f (n) = kn + f(0)

(ken*, f(0)c»).

Proof: The resulting net is clearly a v-WPNC for f , and so it

only remains to show that IC1 is satisfied. IC1 follows from

the observation that any m tokens distributed among the places

i, o, and the operational places of the net can obviously pro-

duce the maximal number of tokens on o if all m tokens are ini-

tially on place i; moreover, there cannot be produced more to-
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Bxaapl* 1

:

fOO-ta f(o) <ke*\ f(O)eir)

2:

f(n)-a2 + f(o) (f(O)cW)
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kens on o if the initial marking of the control places is

p'=u and not <?=v (note that RC =(p, p»]) as there is no

feedback from o„ into the core.
C

q.e.d.
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IV. Recursive construction of an IPNC for A

In this section we are going to show that the class of func-

tions which are computed by IPNC »s is essentially closed under

iteration. Stploiting this fact, we are able to construct

small WPNC's for the functions A
n , ncN, In particular, let F

be an IPNC computing a function

f : N

—

>tn

with f(0)>0, and let g : N

—

>K be defined by

i) g(0)*1,

ii) gCn+D^fCgCn)) VneW,
i.e. g(n)*f(n?(l) is the n-th iterate of f at 1.

Now define the Petri net
ty

as given in figure if. Essentially,

a feedback mechanism is added to F which allows to transfer

the output of F back to its input-place as many times as there

are tokens on the input-place i
1

of jjf. Die other additional

places (uj and , ) are part of the standard structure and en-

sure IC2 for j>. The dotted line indicates the core of
J,

cor-

responding to figure 2. To denote corresponding places in
ty

and its subnet V, we use the same letter and index for F, 1

for the additional places in jjt. As in figure 4 for F, we will

in simplified diagrams only draw the interconnecting places and

indicate the rest of the net by an oval-shaped line.

Lemma 5;

Let f» g# 3\ and
J
be as above. Then & is an IPNC for g.
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P^'00fi Let ? be an iteratively conservative narking of T such

that Tie a oo
-WPNC for f, and let S°

p
, [s^i^oj, S°

p
, and

S
op d0note tht 8e* of interconnecting, control and operational

places, reap., of T. With T*{S°, T°, j^ , out ) and

^(S 1

, T1

, in 1

, out
1
) set

s
ip !* { 8 i» *i# o^ ,

.1
S
cp := Sc>{ U1» T»J •

S
ip

:= slN(S
Ip^ S

cp>

(i.e. the operational places of fe are all places of ^except
the control places, together with an additional place p).

It can easily be seen that p, :» Tl (> «C(sJ
p

) is conservative:

when the token on v, is transferred to u
1
, it can always be re-

stored to v1# The sum of the tokens on the two places u
1
and

v
1
is constant as no token can be deposited on any of them

without removing at the same time a token from the other place,

and vice versa. As o, . v^
Q , and 9fC(S^ is itself conservative,

so is g.

,

Now let g* : N—>NwH be the function for which } is a ?f
WPNC. As property I.C2 of definition 13 is ensured by the stand-

ard structure of
ty,

it suffices to show (i) IC1 for g* in place

of f, and (ii) g** g.

(i) If o'e RCp (» set of all submarkings on S* reachable in fe
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from any marking that agrees with p on sj ) contains u. in-

stead of Vj , first some or all tokens on ij may be transported

into the core, then the Uj -token is transferred to v
1
aad t"

can fire, restoring the token onU|, As each firing sequence

which is firable at some marking is also firable at any bigger

marking, the maximal number of tokens obtained on o or Oj does

not depend on whether p' contains u
1

or
1

• Hence, we may as-

sume w.i.g. that p'-VjO^ for some pi^RC-. It follows imme-

diately from the structure of fe that RC is independent from

whether it is computed w.r.t. fc, or w.r.t. T, i.e. independent

from whether reachability is considered in % or its subnet T9

Bras, we have to show

CVa fPcC(sJp
v/|l

1
-,o

1
J) f V9 l eT

1
HC

9o
)[««9«-A»^

1
=>

|/3|sg*(|o|)] .

As Oj is not an input-place for any transition in T we may

assume w.l.g. ore C(S
Q

^{i.,} ). Let a*ftf \ with jreC([±^ ,p,s l \

6e C(S°
p
w{i ,o }) (see figure k).

Case 1; y=A

As T is an IPNC for f we have for ft £ C(s[ w { i. ,0^ } ) and p» e

v
1
RC

Po with B
i
6 9'-±*flV] *

that

\ft\ s 1 + f(|5|) - f(0)s 1 f(|fi|) - 1 sf(|a|), as there is no

token on e
o

. We now show by induction for nfcl:

f(n)sg*(n).
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n=1: g*(1)»f(1) as t» produces a token on o
Q
which can be

transferred to i
Q . The token on i, is first used to enable

this transport and then to start Ton input i .

n-1-»n: g*(n)s f(g*(n-1 )) as the n-th input-token on i, may

be used to start Tones more on the output so far accumulated

on o , which is at most g*(n-1). As f is strictly monotone and

has no fixed points (f(0)>0) we obtain from the induction

hypothesis: f(g*(n-1 )) £ f(f (n.l )) a f(n ),

Hmhjs, |0| sg»(|a|)»g»(| a |).

Cass 2: |^r| = *>0

A firing sequence of
j^ leading from Bftq* to (3g^ (p» e v

t
KCL )

has w.l.g. the form:

with B
±
eC(8

opv[l ,o }) f 90fi
eC(S°

p
) for i-1,...,., or can

trivially *>• simulated by such a sequence if 7 already contains

tokens on s
Q . Informally speaking, this decomposition is ob-

tained by breaking any firing sequence s
1
ao»_i*./7p

1
whenever

t« is fired.
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Now set a
±

:* p"* 1"^ for i= 1 ,...,m, a B+1 :* p.

It suffices to show

(*) |a
±l sg*(|6|+i-D + m + 1 - i for i = 1,,..,m+1.

For i = 1 this cones from case 1 and property IC2 for T9 as no

token of f is consumed and, therefore, no additional tokens on

o can be generated. Shuffling tokens from o„ to i^ which isw oo
made possible by tokens on p does not affect the argument in

case 1. Thus

| oe
1 |

s g»(|d|) + m.

Assume that (#) is established for all i with 1 s i< i sa+1.

Consider the subsequence
m+1-(i-1)

m+1-i
Q m+1-i

We have o
± -1

c RC and, as o is conservative, we may assume
o

that
-

ffo,l
" 9o •

From IC1 for Twe obtain, then,

l
4
i I -«!«!., I)

O

and hence

|a
± |

=
| at |

+ m + 1 - i
o o °

s *(\8
± _,!) + m + 1 - i
o

a fClo^ ^Ui^m-2) + m + 1 - i
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* f(g»(|6|+i -2)) + m + 1 - i
Q

(ind.hyp.)

The last Inequality comes from the fact that with an addition-

al token on a
1

(or p), Fcan be applied once aore to the tokens

so far collected on oQt and that the transport of tokens froa

o
Q

to o
1
can be postponed, In any case, to the very last.

For i sa+1 we obtain, therefore,

l««*ll" l/»|s**<l.«l*«>- *•<!«! > .

Hence, IC1 holds for jL

(li) We obviously have

g»(0)=1 = g(0) and g*<1) « f(1 ) « g(1 ).

Assuae that g* ± g. Inspection of the net % shows that clearly

g»a g as we sight first fire t", transport all tokens of ij to

p and then, as long as there are tokens on p, shuffle all to*,

kens frcsi o
Q

back to i and apply T, consuming one of the to-

kens on p. In this way, we can Iterate T em often as n tiaes

if i, initially had n tokens, and as 7 iteratlvely computes f

and we start off with one token on o
Q

(after firing t") we ob-

tain by this firing sequence at least f'
n'0)«g(n) tokens on

o
Q

(and thus also on Oj ) after the last iteration of T, Let,

therefore, n > 1 be minimal such that

ajl^Oj-Iftt^pj for some /?cC(S1
) with |/?|>g(n) and some rcCT

1
)
+

#

r is w.l.g. of the form
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t» _ » _ -"* 8oVl <,

o-
a>/Jp

1 '

with «lf «2f«3«C(aJjH {i
o,o }) f <> ,

<>o
£RC

<>o'
r

1
£ (T° )+ 8Uch

that the first transition of Tj reaoves sQ, and r
2
£ {t}», as

It suffices to hare one token on s at a tine and as, because

of IC2 for J, the firings of t can be collected in r
2 after r

y
,

We nay also assuae that 8* does not contain o because shuff-
• o

ling then to ±
Q

(enabled by p) would certainly yield a bigger
,

output. As, reaching P^l^o* the last token on p actually was'

not used, and as n is ntnlnal, we have

l« 2l*g(n-i>.

Case 1: 6Z contains tokens on o .

Obese tokens were placed on o
Q
by Tj . Because of IC2 for T we,

therefore, have Jd^l *
\
s
z \ » and because of IC1 for T

\ft\ s f(|fi
3
l)sf(g(n-U)*g(n).

Case 2; 6"

2 contains no tokens on o
Q .

Ohen r2=A and 62
* 6y IC1 for f yields again

l/?l * f(l«
3
l)sg(n).

Together with the renark at the beginning of (ii) we thus hare

shown g*« g.

q.e.d.

We want to remark that the construction of fe from T'is not op-
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tlmal concerning the number of additional places and transi-

tions. One might observe that the places u^ and v
1
are not ne-

cessary, thus obtaining the net of figure 5a) which is, of

course, no longer an IPNC. Using transformations discussed in

[14] this net can be simplified even further (figure 5b)). We

note that the net of figure 5b) has only one more place than I
Without proof we state that both nets of figure 5 are WPNC's

for g (with the modification that ij and o
1
are no longer only

input reap, output-places of transitions of the net), and that

the construction by which they are obtained from T can be ap-

plied recursively, yielding WPNC's for the iterate of g, its

iterate etc. We think, however, that the standard structure

facilitates the proof of lemma 5 and unifies the recursive ap-

plication of the construction.

We summarize the results of this section in

Theorem 2:

i) tVnehJA )[A is a A-WPNC for i^ with designated places

s
n» i

n» °nl ;

ii) size(
n̂
)= O(n-log(n));

iii) R^fS^) is finite.

Proof! (1) Using the IPNC of lemma k tar f(x)« 2x + 1 and ap-

plying the construction of lemma 5 recursively n times we ob-

tain by lemma 5 an IPNC for A
n

(with iteratively conservative
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Figure 5:

b)
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narking <^a I T v^. Inserting between s
ft

and the tranaition

corresponding to t" in figure k an additional placa and a

tranaition which initialises the narking f> we than get a A-

WPNC J^ for Ajj.

(11) la immediate from definition 6 as In each etep of the re-

cursive construction a constant nunber of places and arcs is

added,

(ill) Each iteration of 7~in
ty

consumes a token froa e
Q , and

thua properly decreaaea the number of tokens on ±
1

, p, and s
Q

.

We nay aaauae induetiveUy that ?" permits only finite firing se-

quences (the IPNC of leans if for f(x)» 2x 1 certainly does

so), ftit as the loop between Uj and v
1
in fe censuses tokens

froa a
1
we conclude that the reachability set of fr, snd hence

recursively, that of Jrn
is finite for the given initial nar-

king.

q.e.d.
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V. Boundable WPNC'a for nolynoaials

In this section we are going to construct WPNC'a for aultlyar-

iable polynomials with nonnegative intager coafficiaata with

tha apacial property that they are boundable, i.e. the nuaber

of tokens on any place in the markings of narking sequences of

coaputationa can essentially be bounded by the size of the in-

put. The basic nultiplier aeta hare also been introduced in [ 7].

6:

!•* p(x
1 »...fX-)= E a

± M^j J be a polynomial with positiTS

integer coefficients a^, and 9±^£H for i=1,...,T, J = 1,... t*

There exists a A-WPHC P for p.

Proof: Ve shall build up (P in two steps froa basic units which

serve as aultipliers and which can be connected to fora weak

computers for aonoaials. Several' of those then constitute! P.

(i) The net T of figure 6a) has the property that

^ng^aaxfk; i j r-^o^rof for soae a} for all (a,^)^*2 .

Obviously, n
1
n2 tokens on o can be achieved by transporting all

n
1
tokens froa u to o and u', and froa u' back to u, u often

as a token on the control placea r' and then r enables the

firing sequence t followed by (f) . This caa happen exactly

n2 tiaes which also shows that n^ is the aaxiaal nuaber of

tokens reachable oa 0. As the number of tokens ea i t u, and u*
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cannot increase, and as each .cycle' (firing sequence) ff{t}» +

consumes « token fro. J, an initial narking of Tof the fom

i J r ptfUti no infinite firing sequences,

(ii) Now we connect d lnntnnces of T to fors the net JC in the
way shown in figure 6b) where esch box .tend, for the part of
reurronnded by a dotted line in figure 6«) (note thnt the in-
put-places v connected to the previous output-places). Let o

denote the product of the places corresponding to r of figure
6a) in the instances of T. ftea repeated application of (1)

yields for JL:

* d

•[[j —«{k
« •*Qfy-*+*9* *• •«•«} for all (n, nj

e »*, i.e. M weakly conputes the homogeneous monomial nflx.

of degree d. Likewise, initial warnings of the fom c*fti*Jpift
have no infinite firing sequences.

(iii) In order to obtain n WHIC Pfor the polynoninl p, t no-
nonial nets ^ f ... T̂ (see figure 6c)) with suitable degrees

nre combined sharing a common output-place o. One net P has in-

put-places i,,...,^ (to evoid ambiguity, we assune that the

places in the monomial nets are given distinct names), which
deliver their tokens to as nany input-places in each nonomial
net as the degree of the corresponding variable in the nonomial

indicates. A nonomial net for a constant monomial a
i

(a. >o)

consists Just of one place Cj and a transition connecting it
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to o. The placea e
t

(figure 6c)) arc those corresponding to c

in figure 6b), and the places referred to aa *l«ft control pla-

ces* are those corresponding to r in figure 6a). It is easy to

••• that Pis a A-WPNC for p and that each Marking Tjij"' 1th

(n
1
,...,nB ) ell" permit* only finite firing sequences.

q.e.d.

A Tery laportant observation about th« multiplier net J" of fi-

gure 6a) is that during a computation none of the 'internal*

places u,u*,r fr' ewer contains mor« than max{l, n^} tokens

where n
r

is the number of tokens initially on place 1. also,

one cycle which outputs another n^ tokens on o can be performed

if just one token is available on J.

Let Jf~ (S, T, in9 out ) be a Petri net, S* £ S, or a marking of J£

and r a firing sequence of J/ starting at a . We say that r is

bounded on S' by HfW iff all markings of the marking aequence

generated by r contain at most N tokens on any of the places

in S«.

Considering the above remark about the multiplier nets we are

going to define a special class of functions. These functions

haye the property that they are computable by WPHC's by firing

sequences which are bounded on the non-designated places by a

(simple) function of the arguments.
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Definition 14;

Let f : ll"

—

>Kt g • N—>N bt functione. f Is g-boundablc iff

there eaclate a p-WP»C r=(s, T, **, out) with deaignated places

mAyf» 9tm9o for f such that

( V»e»fV(»1f ... tl|l ).c{oi 1 - ... flJ
B

f Vke{of 1,... t f(nli ... f^)}

3rcT*)
m

m

^Yf1 9̂ ~L*°k<lt for mom9 <*eC(SMo}) *M Ti* bounded by g(I)

on *N{«.i
1
,... ti1|f o}}.

*•+*— ?*

Let p€aT[x1t ...,xJ bo a polynomial with aonaogatlTa integer

coefficient*, |p| j= aaxlauB of the coofflclaata of pf and

Vlfc»: g(ir) - » + |p|.

Than p is g-boundable.

Ftoofi Consider tha WPKCPof figure 6c). She input-places of

the aoaoerLal coapoaents of V receive token* only froa the pla-

cea a aad l^,.,.,!^. Becauae of the structure of P, It auf-

ficea to ahow that for the aoaoalal net M of figure 6b) nth
Initialised left control pieces, up to N tokens on each of the

places llf ...,idf aad at aoat |p| token* oa c, there la a firing

sequence of Jt producing the dealred output which la bounded by

g(N) on all places but o. But, referring to the observation two

paragraph* above about the aultiplier nets, this can be achieved
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by, recursively, firing a complete cycle in the rightmost T-

component of M which has at least one token on its upper input-

plac e

.

q.e.d.
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VI. fro modifications ftf polynomial WPMC*«

hen reducing BPI to the containment problem for reachability

aata of Patri aata only the markings of tha designated place*

are of interest. In [8], a method la discussed which enables us

to forget about the non-designated places In the general caae

where the reachability seta needn't be finite. Thia construe

-

tion modifies the Petri net computers in such a way that In an

additional atage after a computation transitions are enabled

which can feed in or coneuse arbitrarily many tokens on each

non-designated place. However, thie construction is not appli-

cable in our case as it would produce Petri nets with infinite

reachability aata. But the reault of the preceding section

makes it possible to introduce two modifications of polynomial

PMC's which are also guided by the idea of factoring out the

marking on the non-designated places and which do preserre fi-

nlteness of the reachability seta.

Informally speaking, in order to teat whether (p,q,n)eBPI we

construct appropriate VPHC'e P and (2 for p and q such that in

Pall non-designated places are suitably bounded whereas In Q>

the marking on thoae placce may take on any value up to this

bound, and only finitely many values above it.

Let P=(S, T, in, out) be a A-WPHC for the polynomial peW[xlt .

•••»**]» *• conatructed in lemma 6, with dealgaated places a,
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^^••••l^fO, set 0:= S\[s,ij, #..»i
B>

o), and let C be a copy

of (disjoint fro* S). One unique eleaent in C
corresponding

to u cG will be denoted uc .

How define the Petri net £•= (S«, T», in', out*) as follows:

T«

in*

out*

sSwOB ,

m T ,

i» inv^{(uc f t); ueO, (t,u)eou|}, ") in the multiset-

e outw{(t tu
c
); ueO, (u,t)ejnj. f sense

Let p, f9 and £ be as shore, set for IcIT g(*) := N |p|

then $• is a 9,,-wTllC for p restricted to {o,1 ,•..,»}".

Proof? Because of the definition of in' and out 1
, the firing of

any transition in ¥• wtilch removes tokens froa a place veO adds

jmst as many tokens on uc , and a transition which adds tokens

to ucO, rcBOTCs the sane nuaber froa uc . Otis is also true with

and C
interchanged, Qras, the sua of the tokens on u aad uc

always equals g(ir), for all ueO. Further, each firing sequence

of 9 starting at acC(S\0) which is g(lT)-bounded on 0, is also

flrable in 3js starting at a<?v, and conYersely. But froa theo-

rea 3 we know that p is g-boundable, and that, in fact, for each

input tupel (a,,.. ..n^efo.l,. ..,»} and each k with Osk s

"a
pCn,,...^), .Tallows a firing sequence r with s]~Tl.J -X> o^cr
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for soae aeC(S\(o|) which Is bounded by g(N) on # Hence,

•01d^N-L*, °k/? *or iom /3cC(3'\ {©}) also holds. Together

with the fact that each such firing sequence of £' can also be

executed on Pf starting at •Tji., J
. ths claim follows.

q.e.d.

Bxe following theorea summarises ths rssults.

Theorem 4:

Lst peHjxj,...^] bs a polynomial with nonnegative integer

coefficients, and set for all NeK g(w) := H + |p|. Then there

exists a Petri net ?k *(S,T, in, ©jit) with b+3 designated pla-

ces s,lj,.,.,1^,0, and b eS such that

(i) §. Is a b*(M) -wp!ic with designated places fl^pHs,!,,...,!^

o} for p restricted to {o,1,...,ir}", for all He H.

(11) Let, for u eS, ncK, <u>
n denote the set {u, A)n . Then

(Vwc»
f V(«1f#- , fa|i)cii-)[R(5 f .Qi^bg<

N
>) £

^iW^ H <u^W<o>
?(ni V).

In particular,

(VKclf.V^ n
B)e(0,l,...,w)")[R(^,sn4V

(N)
is

finite].
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aia) «lze(J^) = 0(8iM(p)log(aize(p))).

Proof: Take the net j£» of lemma 7 and add a place b and a tran-

sition which has b as input-place and all ueOc as output-pla-

ces. Call the new net ^. Together with lemma 7 this implies

(i). The number of tokens on o is bounded by the WPNC-property

of Jj,, and the number of tokens on each non-designated place

(= 0^0° of fy) is bounded by g(N) by the construction of Q as

noted in the proof of lemma 7* As the designated places s, i^,

...tig and b are only input-places (ii) holds.

Condition (iii) follows from the observation that both the num-

ber of arcs of multiplicity one and the number of places in J^

are bounded by the sum of the degrees of the monomials of p

times a constant and that the code for multiple arcs in J^ uses

space proportional to the code for the coefficients of p.

q.e.d.

The second modification we are going to introduce has the pur-

pose to 'blur 1 the marking on the unimportant places of a poly-

nomial WPNC sufficiently, preserving at the same time, however,

the finiteness of the reachability set.

Definition 15;

Let f : W"
1—>R be a number theoretic function, J =(S, T, in ,

out ) a Petri net. fie a blurring WPNC for f iff J" has m+5 de-

signated places 8,ij ,...,1^0,0^ ,c2 ,e
eS such that
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i) (V»e*)[Fl» a •"-WPKB for f ».r.t. 8,1,,... ,1^,0];

U) (V» e ii.V(«„....VeH-)[J <̂l0:«<.>
fU

i V
£

** .p^.«)] 9 whero

C S la the eat of noa-dealffaated plaeee

(Hot* that the reachable aarkiage eoaaldcred la 11) don't con-

tala tokeaa oa e,, c2> aad •).

1L
Let qeRlx^.,,1^] be a polyaoaial with aoaaegatlYe Integer

coefficient*. Then there exists a Petri aet Q^- (S, T, la, out )

each that

(I) ^ la a blurring tlTO for q with designated place* 8,1,,..

••••^•OfCjtCgfO eS;
a B

(II) (V»eir
t V(a1f ... raa)e{o t 1 t ... fH}

B
)[8(^, 8ni^.H) Is

j— i

finite] |

(III) •!••(£,):= 0(*i**(q)ieg(«is*(q))).

Proof: (1) Coaotpuct a A-IPHC Q for q, a* la lean* 6, with de-

signated place* *,i1> ...,lSfO. To obtain 6^» & la extended as

follow* (figure 7):

a) an erasing traaaltloa la attaohod to oaoh non-d**lgnat*d

plac* u of Q, l.«, t traaaltlon with input-place u and no out-

put-place. Thla la lndleatod in tho diagra* by a tranaltion
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Figure 7:
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la the hex fov (2 which has only an entering arc,

b) add the places c lf c2 , and a, and the transitions shown In

the diagram. When the net Is started with one token on s this

token enables & to output tokens on o as long as the one token

received on c
1

from s remains there. As soon as It Is transpor-

ted to c2 0. is frozen and cannot produce any more output. Now

t
# may fire up to N times if there are initially N tokens on e,

thus gathering at least N tokens an all non-designated places

of Q^. Bien, finally, erasing transitions can generate any num-

ber of tokens between zero and N on each of the non-designated

places. Obviously, the erasing transitions don't affect the

WPHC-property of Q as they only decrease the markings. By the

construction of &et if t ever is enabled, the output on o is

frozen, so &e is an e
N
-WFNC for q for all Netf, and it generates

any number of tokens up to at least N on the non-designated

places. Hence, dt is a blurring WPNC for q.

(ii) For (n
1
,...,nm)e{o,1,...,Nf

m
, let M>0 be a bound on the

markings of the non-designated places of (2, reachable from

s f_Ii.j . Such a bound exists as the reachability set of Q. at

the given initial marking is finite. As (2 is frozen when t is
e

enabled, M + N is an upper bound on the markings of the non-de-

signated places of dt which are reachable from s|Ti
1

:'e
N

. But

this implies (ii).

(ill) follows in the same way as (ill) in theorem k.

q.e.d.



VII. Reduction of BPI to FCP

The results of the previous sections bow enable u to reduce

BPI to FCP efficiently. We prove

Theorea 6:

BPI is polynonial-tine-reducible to FCP.

Proof! <*!•» * tripls (pfq,n) with seH sad p, qcWJx, , ...,»,,]

for sobs a cW, we first eobstruct tits two Petri sets ^ sad

G* •» Indicated in figure 8a) and b). Inch ast contains a copy

of the A-WPHC 4rn for A^ of theorea 2 sad the bounded version

fk of a IPlfC for p of theorea k resp. the blurring 1PMC ^ for

q of theorea 5 (The start-place and the input-places of the

latter have been prised in order to avoid confusion with the

corresponding places of J^). The places e, e yt and c2 of §,

are needed to aatch the corresponding places in d
e of 4 »bich

don't get blurred in ^. W.l.g. we nay assuae that $ sad #*

have the ssae nuaber of places. If this is not the case a pri-

ori one can add further duaay places either to 3^ which aren't

connected to any transition, or to 0^ within ^, l t e. with

erasing transitions attached to then and connected to the tran-

sition t
ft

of Q
e
(figure 7). The count-places in the two nets

•renenber' the aaxiaal input to the polynomial fPNC«s. Clearly,
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U and % can b« constructed from (p,q,n) In polynomial time

(note that In definition 10 the unary length of n waa used to

define size(p,q,n)). To conclude the proof it suffices to show

Lemma 8;

(p,q,n)eBPI<x><(^, s),(G
rf ,

s)>eFCP.

Proof of the lemma; We assume that the two sets of places are

ordered suitably, e.g. as follows: first s, then the places of

the .^-copies (in the same order in both nets), then count, s 1

,

iff-ti^i *nd o, followed by e, c lt and c
2 , and finally the

remaining places in the polynomial WPNC's, in any order and in-

dependent from each other, including place b of §.

Assume first that (p,q,n) e BPI and consider some marking a of

J* reachable from a which contains c», nj,!..^, k tokens on

the places count, ij,...,!^, o, respectively. As the places ij,

"•'^Tn recelved c ' tokens each from Jr
n and as those places can-

not receive tokens from other places of ^, ?b used up C - n«

tokens from the place i« (for j = 1,...,m). As j£ is a WPNC for

p this implies k < p(c • -n j , . . . ,c ' -nm ) . The marking on the non-

designated places of JJ and on b, e, c,, and c
2 is bounded by

C + max{||p||,
||qj|) because of the properties of ^ (theorem k) .

Clearly, as the o^-c omponents agree in ^ and Q#t the same mar-

king is reachable in Q,^ as far as the places in jf and s, s',
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and count are concerned. Q,t may now use c • - n! tokens from

each of the places ij,...,i
B m Q$, and output any number of

tokens up to q(c»-nj f ...»c'-ii£) on o. But as (p,q,n) e BPI,

k s q(c'-nj c'-n^). In the final stage of Qjm computation

fl
e can blur all its non-designated places up to at least c 1

n«x(Hp|l» l|q|) and then reach a marking with no tokens on the

places •, cp mdcgof ^ thus matching the given marking of

£. As the reachability sets of ^ and Q^ are finite and there

is no feedback from Q
e to

n̂ , <ft f s),^, sJ>eFCP.

Now assume conversely that <( £, a), (^, s^cFCP. Then a for-

teriori the projection of R(§, s) on the places count, ij,...,

i
B , o is contained in the corresponding projection of R(^, s).

Consider such a submarking of ?+ with C, nj,.. #f nm , k tokens,

reap.. As ^ is a WPNC for p we have Osksp(c»-n| f ... f c»-n') l

and each of these values for k is possible. But, as the same

submarking is reachable in Qd , and as Q,
t
is a WPNC for q this

implies that q(c'-nj ,,..,c'-n^) >k for each k with Osks

p(c»-nj,...,c'-n
m ). As count may receive any number of tokens

between and A(n) we obtain, therefore, p(c'-nj,...,c'-n« )

s

q(c'-nj,...,c'-n
n ) for all c'e {o,1 A(n)} and all (n{,...,

nm)c (°f 1 »...»c'} . Hence, (p,q,n) e BPI.

q.e.d.
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We can now at ones derive our main result:

Theorem 7:

FCP is decidable, but the complexity of each decision proce-

dure for FCP exceeds any primitive recursive function infi-

nitely often.

Proof* £*ch fast decision method for FCP would yield a fast

algorithm for BPI via the reduction of theorem 6 t and would

thus contradict theorem 1,

q.e.d.

Corollary; The finite equality problem FEP is decidable, but

the complexity of each decision procedure for FEP exceeds any

primitive recursive function infinitely often.

Proof: Hack's reduction of the general inclusion problem for

reachability sets to the equality problem [8, p. 122] preserves

finitenese if the reachability sets of the two original Petri

nets are finite. The reduction can be effected in polynomial

time. Hence, the same argument as in the proof of the theorem

applies.

q.e.d.

We remark that theorem 7 and its corollary actually do not de-

pend heavily on the encoding used for Petri nets and polynomials

as long as the ratio to the particular code chosen in this the-
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sis is bounded by a primitive recursive function. In particu-

lar, we might use log(n) instead of n in definition 10 for

size(p,q,n).
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VIII. Conclualon and Open Problem

a

The Petri nets that were constructed In the course of this

thesis to demonstrate the computational complexity of PCP and

PEP had a priori finite reachability sets. Backoff's upper

bounds for the boundedaess problem [16] she* that the com-

plexity of the containment decision procedures does not in-

crease substantially in the general case when this information

is not given. Thus, the non-primitive recursive lower bound

for FCP and PEP is intrinsically due to the containment pro-

perty for reachability sets which - as stated in the intro-

duction - becomes undecldable when we consider the class of

general Petri nets.

PCP and PEP are the first decision problems that are uncoa-

trived and whose decision procedures are known to be non-pri-

mitive recursive (as far as one accepts Petri nets and vector

addition systems as •natural' concepts) (we consider BPI ss

contrived because the non-primitive recursive complexity is

obtained by explicitly building in a non-primitive recursive

function as upper bound for the arguments; such a special 'de-

vice* does not appear in PCP or PEP).

Another subclass of the class of general Petri nets for which

the containment and equality problem are known to be solvable

are the reversible Petri nets. It is not difficult to see that

the reachability set of a reversible Petri net is a semllinear
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»»t [9], and the results of Biryukor [k] and laicliu [18]
yield a constructiye ualfor* aethod to obtain this seaiiinear
sat. As containment and equality of semilinear sots are de-
cidablo so are thV corresponding properties for the reacha-
bllity .eta of reTereibl. Petri nets. It Is not known, how-
•Tsr, whothor the., problems are also noa-prlmitiy. rtcurslr..
la [5], it has basa shown that tha reachability problem for
rerersible Patri not. i. exponential spaca complete undar log.
spaea traneformability.

fta concapts uaad in this thesis do not apply to the reacha-
bility problem because WPMC'a are not forced to produce acme
number of output-tokens, and no way is known to build -strong.
Patri net computers for polynomials restricted to a finite do-
main. In fact, the existence of unrestricted 'strong' Petri
sat co.put.ra for polynomial (or era only for the squaring
function) would imply the undecidabllity of the general reacha-
bility problea, contradicting the recent results of Sacerdot.
and Tenney [l?] #

Other important classes of Petri nets which hay been studied
in detail are the persistent nets, and within this class, the
proper subclass of conflict free Petri nets [ 10, 12] . It is
known [la] that the reachability sets of persistent nets are
aemilinear, but no algorithm has been found so far to obtain
theee aeallinear aeta. In [lo], among others the complexity of
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the reachability problem for the restricted class of 1 -con-

servative Petri nets (which have finite reachability sets) is

shown to be polynomial space complete. Besides this special

case, no nontrivial bounds are known for the finite reachabi-

lity problem.
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